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Their clothing is often distinctive. Their values are strongly held. They love their families. They

comprise nearly one-tenth of the world's population, and they live everywhere around the globe.

These are women of Muslim background. Many still belong to Islam, but some now belong to Christ.

In Daughters of Islam Miriam Adeney introduces you to women like Ladan, Khadija and Fatma.

You'll learn about their lives, questions and hopes. You'll learn how they are both representative of

and unique among their Arab, Iranian, Southeast Asian and African sisters. And you'll discover what

has drawn them to Christ. Adeney explores the many interwoven threads that make up daily

experience for Ladan, Khadija, Fatma and their sisters, including sexuality, singleness and

marriagechildren and extended familyfinancesreligious tradition and practiceteaching and learning

styles As you enter into the lives of Ladan, Khadija and Fatma, you'll gain insight into how to relate

to other women of Muslim background--and how to introduce them to Christ.
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I am not sure what book the critics below have been reading, but it is hard to believe it was this one.

The most recent reviewer has nothing at all to say about the book. Another complains that Adeney

has "cherry-picked" problems in Islamic societies: "I can also list all the ills in the Western society

and blame it on Christianity . . . " But Adeney specifically admits that "Muslims are appalled at

Western family life," with good reason, and that "millions" of Muslim women enjoy loving families. So

who is this critic arguing with? (As for the critic's claim that Christianity had nothing to do with the



high status of women in "Christendom," see my Jesus and the Religions of Man for detailed

evidence to the contrary.)A third critic calls Daughters of Islam "misleading and offensive because it

"generalizes" Muslim women by telling "a few sad stories and makes it seem that all Muslim women

are oppressed, stupid, and in need of God." This is ridiculous. Miriam Adeney has got to be about

the last person on earthto portray Muslim women as "stupid." "Oppressed?" Again, she explicitly

denies this is true of "all" Muslim women; but who can honestly deny that it is true of many? A 1988

UN survey of the status of women around the world that made no explicit reference to religion, yet

the countries it found had the lowest status for women were mostly Muslim. It is one thing to decry

over-generalizations; another to pretend that generalizations have no force at all.Daughters of Islam

is an honest book written by a kind and personable anthropologist. It's primary audience is

Christians who want to "reach Muslim women for Christ," as they put it. The book is well-written and

engaging, full of lively stories.
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